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The Angels
of
Abundance

Also known as
The Angels

of

SERNPOLO

Beloved,

Through the divine virtues represented
bythe letters of SERNPOLO,
we facilitate learning languages,
improving station in life,
and refining skills of using magnetism
of flowing divine emotions and love
for practical purposes.

"Ask and ye shall receive."

Remember that warriors of love receive
impulses to
birth joy and The Kingdom of Heaven
on Earth.

"As above, so below."
"Love conquers all."
When warriors of love ask for help,
the heavenly hosts of Heaven respond
by providing everything
to make this process easy and
beautiful.

Transforming creation into Paradise is
joyful and relaxing
in meditative states that combine all
four brainwave states.

These are states of beingness, desire,
visualization, thoughts, emotions,
and sensations of a Divine virtue
or a divine state of being.

As you meditate on the divine virtues of
our name,
keep in mind how beloved you are in
the heart
OF DIVINE BEING and the Heavenly
Hosts .
We await your contact with us through
meditation eagerly,
for upon our working together

rests much of the success of the
transformation and transmutation of
Earth
through impulses of flowing divine
love.
"All that I do ye shall do and more."

"Seek ye therefore the kingdom of
Heaven, and all else
shall be added unto you."
The kingdom of Heaven is found
within.

Remember that all creation is one,
but appears as many,
through the magic of frequency.
Each divine virtue or quality has a
unique frequency.
Each frequency is expressed as an
element,
as fire, air, water, or earth.
Fire is intent, visualization and unity
with all.

Air is clear inner thought and concept.

Water is flowing emotions.

Earth is imagined as length, width,
depth, and weight, with sensations,
such as heat, ease, chill or heaviness.

With the following meditations, first
relax deeply.
Go deeply into a state of pure being
and unity with Divine Being and all
creation.
This is the Delta brainwave state, the
same state that is dominant in infancy.
Ask your cellular memory to release
memories of how you felt in this state.
Take your time.
Once you experience yourself as pure
being at one with Divine Being and all
creation,
then locate yourself in time and space
by imagining
that you are a tiny dot in the solar
plexus region of your body.

You are now ready to meditate on the
divine virtues.
Caution:
With each meditation, dissolve the
light in the body when you are finished
to protect the bodys natural balance of
elements.
Keep the breathing rhythm natural
when visualizing divine virtues passing
in and out of the body.
Remember that the body is the
microcosm and outer creation is the
macrocosm.
What is created in the microcosm is
breathed out into the macrocosm to
create miracles.
The letter S is envisioned as a purple
rose light glowing from a tiny sun in

the head region
because it is a virtue of the fire
element of omnipotence, with
sensations of warmth and expansion.
Meditate on original divine will
permeating everything in creation.
You may feel guided to experience how
this purple rose light shines
throughout all time and space,
inwardly and outwardly.

Omnipotent Divine Will for
the highest good of all
penetrates all.
Flow with feelings of absolute control
over all beings, clairvoyance and gifts
of prophecy
and flow with emotions of excitement,
power, and victory.
Intone the sound of S to musical notes
of G sharp.
When breathing out,
imagine this radiance passing through
the pores of the skin over the gall
bladder
and filling whatever inner guidance
directs in the outer universes.
With the in breath imagine this
radiance passing back through these
same pores
and filling whatever inner guidance
directs in the body.
When doing this, keep the rhythm of
the breath natural.
This may be awkward at first, but will
become easy with practice.
This is very important.
[Failure to do this might cause
breathing problems.]
Once you have totally become one in
consciousness

with the purple rose light of
Omnipotent Divine Power
that indwells all creation,
dissolve the purple rose light in your
body
and now imagine deep violet light

shining especially in the solar plexus
or midriff of the body.
The deep violet light of the divine
virtue of letter E is the virtue of
omnipresence,
so it shines everywhere.
Meditate on Omnipresence.

Take the sacred time to
meditate on the existence
of Divine Consciousness in all
beings,
in all places,
in all time,
inwardly in your infinite personal
universe and outwardly in the infinite
universes of outer space.
Intone the sound of letter E to the
musical note of D while flowing with
feelings of oneness
with everything that is,
including oneness with Divine
Consciousness.
[Take your time with this focus, so that
your body's glands have the
time they need to secrete the
chemicals,
that correspond to this concentration.

This is how the chemical make-up of
the microcosm,
the physical body, changes through
meditation.
The psychoactive neurotransmitters of
the pineal gland, of which there are
over 20,000 different kinds,
are a thousand times more powerful,
more potent, than any manufactured in
the plant kingdom.]
The divine virtue of letter R shines
wondrous golden light from a tiny sun
in the leg region,
because this is a virtue of the Earth
element, with sensations of weight.

Imagine this golden light
throughout infinity
and ask us to help attune you
to complete freedom and
independence
that comes from following the
still small voice of inner
guidance within.
You might feel guided to imagine that
all beings and consciousness
everywhere
are also free to follow inner guidance.
Flowing with feelings of impeccable
freedom and divine genius,
intone the sound of R to musical notes
of C.
The more completely you surrender
and submerse yourself in this state of
consciousness,
the more the chemicals of your
glandular system that produce this
consciousness saturate your body
temple.
When breathing out, imagine this
radiance passing through the pores of
the skin
over the left side of the nose and filling
whatever inner guidance directs in the
outer universes,
with the in breath, imagine this
radiance passing back through these
same pores and filling the body.
This is the divine virtue of letter R.

The divine virtue of letter N radiates a
deep red light shining from a tiny sun
in the abdomen
seen as a hollow space.

N is Supreme Happiness which is
Divine Flowing Feelings,
the water element of Divine Feminine
Magnetism.

Take all the time that you
need to completely feel

emotions
of the seventh heaven of
delight.

Do this with refreshing
sensations of flowing
coolness.
Attune to Supreme Happiness filling
all space and time inside yourself and
outside.
To enliven these emotions on the astral
or emotional level,
intone inwardly the sound of letter N to
the note of A.
To enliven these emotions on the
physical level, intone this out loud.

You may feel guided to imagine this
sound ringing throughout all space
and time
in beautiful notes of A in many octaves,
and see the consciousness of flowing
feelings of Supreme Happiness
glowing with a deep red light
everywhere.
When breathing out, imagine this
radiance passing through the pores of
the skin
over the liver and filling the outer
universes,
with the in breath, imagine this
radiance
passing back through these same
pores and filling the body.
This is the divine virtue of letter N.
The divine virtue of letter P shines
dark grey light from a
tiny sun in the legs, because it is a
virtue of the Earth element with
sensations of weight.

Meditate on innate longing
for spiritual perfection and
unity with Divine Light
that exists everywhere in all
creation and all beings.

Take your time.
In deep inner thought and complete
relaxation,
flow with emotions of inner longing
for Spiritual Perfection.
You may feel guided to feel this virtue
in all that is created, in all time and
space,
inside your self and outside your self.
Intone the sound of letter P to the
musical note of B.
When breathing out,
imagine this radiance
passing through the pores of the skin
over the right side of the nose
and filling the outer universes, with
the in breath,
imagine this radiance passing back
through these same pores and filling
the body.
This is the divine virtue of letter P.
The divine virtue of umlaut O, eu,
shines deep orange light from
everywhere,
because it is a virtue of the akashic
element, which is omnipresence.

The akashic element is analogous to
the midriff region of the body, so
especially concentrate on it there.

Meditate on seeing
everything through the eyes
of Divine Love.
Meditate on everything in creation
being seen
through the eyes of such powerful
Divine Love that

all creation is transmuted
into Paradise.

Flow with feelings of unconditional all
encompassing divine Love
for everything in creation.
The virtue of Cognition brought about
by Love Divine has sensations of
weight penetrating all,
because it is a virtue of the densest
level of akasha, which is the element of
consciousness penetrating all.

Flow with emotions of transmuting
cognition, intone the letter umlaut O,
eu, to musical notes of D-sharp.
The divine virtue of letter O shines
ultramarine blue radiance from
a tiny sun in the legs, because it is a
virtue of the earth element, with
sensations of weight.

Meditate on Divine Justice
and Harmony,
and see how harmony is
justice and justice is
harmony.
You may feel guided to flow with
feelings of Divine Justice and Harmony
manifesting on earth within yourself,
and then everywhere,
extending beyond earth to all universes
everywhere.
Intone the sound of letter O to the
musical note of C.
When breathing out, imagine this
radiance
passing through the pores of the skin
over the windpipe and throat area
and filling the outer universes,
with each in breath, imagine this
radiance passing back through these
same pores and filling the body.
This is the divine virtue of letter O.
The divine virtue of letter L shines
deep clear olive green light
from a tiny sun in the lung area
because it is a virtue of the air
element, with sensations of ease.

Meditate on the splendor and
majesty of all
the Divine Virtues together.
Feelings of awe begin to flow.

You may feel guided to visualize this
awe awakening

in everything in all time and space,
inwardly and outwardly.
See how becoming one with all the
divine virtues taken together
awakens true spiritual morality and
vitality
so that all bodies; spiritual, mental,
emotional and physical,
youthen and even attain immortality.

To enliven flowing emotions of awe,
tone the letter L
to octaves of the musical note of F.
When breathing out, imagine this
radiance passing
through the pores of the skin over the
spleen area
and filling whatever inner guidance
directs in the outer universes,
with the in breath, imagine this
radiance
passing back through these same
pores and filling whatever inner
guidance directs in the body.

This is the divine virtue of letter L.
Repeat Umlaut O, eu, and O above.

SERNPOLO

S
Empowerment: perfect control of self
and others,
E
is our gift via clear inner guidance,
cosmic consciousness,
R
and ingenuity, to easily grasp and
articulate all knowledge.
N

We offer supreme happiness
as well as protection from emotional
assault.

P

We long for every-one to gain spiritual
perfection.
O

We embody cognition brought about by
Love divine
and bring Divine Perfection to all
concerned.

O

We Serve the highest good Impeccably,
with an absolute sense of justice,
morality, harmony.
L

to glorify the greatness of God.
umlaut O

We open eyes to see through flowing
Love divine
revealing indwelling divine Perfection
to all concerned.

O

We bring about success and
satisfaction for all.

The melody of our name is
G-sharp, D, C, A, B, C, D-sharp, C, F, Dsharp and C.
*

Miracles

Note
It is always possible to ask that an etheric
double be made of you by your own higher
self,
and that that etheric double be taken to
whatever teachers, heavenly hosts,
or states of being that you need for
healing or enlightenment for the highest
good.
You can even ask for more than one to be
made if you feel guided to,

so that at night while you are sleeping you
are studying, healing or serving in several
places at once.
You can ask that whatever your doubles
learn or experience be made available to
your conscious mind in whatever way is
the highest good of all concerned.
As always, follow inner guidance.

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from
Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which
together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of
the heavenly host in the zone girdling the earth,

and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages
are quoted or paraphrased from the books of Franz
Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling
the earth is referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters
are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W.
Germany. These books have very important
information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-92133801-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato
the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his
German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

***********

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL
CONCERNED happen .

I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.
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